customers are extremely cost-aware, so we aren’t about to raise our prices which could drive off current customers
and potential customers.
Although we think that Whole Foods and Wild Oats are special, we do acknowledge that there are many other grocery
shopping options and that we must be competitive. We have found ways to show that Whole Foods is different, and in my
opinion, better than our competition, for example, in what we offer with regard to perishable food; however, with a couple
of changes and tweaks, Trader Joe’s, for example, could easily provide a similar product line.
Despite the sound-bites that the FTC is using out of context, the reality we face in the marketplace includes shoppers
who go back and forth between our stores and a wide variety of grocers and supermarkets on a weekly basis and we have
to compete for those customers by providing better products and a better experience with our pricing constrained by
the prices our customers see everywhere else they can buy our
produce and groceries. All sorts of competing supermarkets
have begun to emphasize organic produce and natural products to compete with us, and there are no barriers preventing them from increasing that trend.

Rich, Frequent Whole Foods Customer

I have been shopping at Whole Foods for the past 7 years,
ever since I moved to New York. There is a Whole Foods
between my office and my apartment, so it is easy for me to
stop on my way home from work. Although I love shopping at my Whole Foods, if another, cheaper store was to
open up along my commute, even if it wasn’t an “organic”
store, I would probably stop there instead. Whole Foods is
great, but it certainly isn’t worth much more than any other
supermarket. I know many other supermarkets in New York
offer a similar selection to Whole Foods. When I am visiting
my girlfriend, there is a Trader Joe’s across the street from
her apartment, and we do all of our shopping there when
cooking at her place. Their organic cheese selection is great
and really well-priced. About once a month, I get out to the
suburbs to visit family and I always stop at the Wegmans and
stock up on everything I can. That usually saves me from stopping at Whole Foods for a week or two. I have also learned
to spot items that are more expensive at Whole Foods than at Wegmans, and I stock up on those as much as I can when I
get to Wegmans. When I am shopping, I want something that is easy and cheap.
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ONLINE RESOURCES
Handouts of the witness statements can be downloaded at www.abanet.org/publiced.

Jury Instruc tions
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The following instructions are to be followed by the jury:
The FTC is asking the court to block the merger of Whole Foods and Wild Oats on the basis that the
proposed merger violates Section 7 of the Clayton Act. Your job as the jury is to determine the credibility
of each of the witnesses and weigh the evidence that was presented. If you determine by a preponderance
of the evidence that a merger between Whole Foods and Wild Oats will substantially lessen competition or
tend to create a monopoly in the relevant market, you must find the merger in violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act. Remember, the FTC contends that the relevant market is limited to “premium natural and
organic supermarkets,” and Whole Foods contends that the relevant market includes all supermarkets.

Antitrust Laws and You!

